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Bunnicula A Rabbit Tale Of Mystery
This book is written by Harold. His fulltime occupation is
dog. He lives with Mr. and Mrs. Monroe and their sons Toby
and Pete. Also sharing the home are a cat named Chester and
a rabbit named Bunnicula. It is because of Bunnicula that
Harold turned to writing. Someone had to tell the full story
of what happened in the Monroe household after the rabbit
arrived. Was Bunnicula really a vampire? Only Bunnicula
knows for sure. But the story of Chester's suspicions and
their consequences makes uproarious reading. Since its first
appearance in 1979, Bunnicula has been a hit with kids and
their parents everywhere, selling over 8 million copies and
winning numerous awards.
Grade 3.2; pts 2.0.
Though scoffed at by Harold the dog, Chester the cat tries
to warn his human family that their foundling baby bunny
must be a vampire.
Junie B. Jones, the sneaky spy, finds herself in real
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trouble when she snoops on her teacher. Simultaneous.
The Celery Stalks At Midnight
A Rabbit-tale of Mystery
Alternative Assessment for Bunnicula
Bunnicula Meets Edgar Allan Crow
Howie Monroe and the Doghouse of Doom
In a fantastic city of canals, seventeen-year-old gondolier Altair Jones
finds herself involved in aristocratic plots and mortal danger when she
rescues a man thrown into the canal to drown
In search of higher ratings for her web show, Harley Quinn pulls some
pranks, gets involved in a dance competition, and organizes an
outrageous battle of the bands.
Harold the dog thinks the Monroes' new pet rabbit is just a cute little
bunny. But when the vegetables in the Monroes' kitchen start turning
white, Chester the cat is worried. Could Bunnicula be a vampire
bunny? Chester will stop at nothing to protect the Monroes and their
vegetables from the threat.
Typescript, dated Jan. 2001. Heavily marked with colored ink by the
videographer. Used by The New York Public Library's Theatre on Film
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and Tape Archive on Feb. 28, 2001, when videotaping the Manhattan
Theatre Club production at the Ethel Barrymore Theatre, New York,
N.Y. The production opened on Nov. 2, 2000, and was directed by
Lynne Meadow. It featured Linda Lavin, Tony Roberts, and Michele
Lee, as it had when it opened originally at New York City Center Stage
II on Feb. 29, 2000.
Buried Lives
Angel with the Sword
Rabbit-cadabra!
Scared Silly
Ready-to-Read Level 3
When Bunnicula the rabbit starts acting strangely, the Monroe dogs
and cat renew their suspicions that he is a vampire.
Outspoken Addie Carle learns about love, loss, and staying true to
herself as she navigates seventh grade, enjoys a visit from her
grandmother, fights with her boyfriend, and endures gossip and
meanness from her former best friend.
Eleven-year-old Sam Bamford's on-line chess pal is in New York to
play in a tournament, but Sam's sister and cousin are wary because
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Vlad has pointy teeth, comes from Romania, and admits to keeping
secrets.
Skeezie Tookis navigates a pivotal summer of first crushes and
tough choices in this conclusion to the bestselling and acclaimed
quartet that began with The Misfits. Skeezie Tookis, also known as
Elvis, isn't looking forward to this summer in Paintbrush Falls. While
his best friends Bobby, Joe, and Addie are off on exciting
adventures, he's stuck at home, taking care of his sisters and
working five days a week to help out his mom. True, he gets to
hang out at the Candy Kitchen with the awesome
HellomynameisSteffi, but he also has to contend with Kevin
Hennessey's never-ending bullying. And then there's the confusing
world of girls, especially hot-and-cold Becca, his maybe-crush. And
the dog that he misses terribly. And the dad who left two years
before, whom Skeezie is convinced is the cause of all his troubles.
In the words of the King, Skeezie Tookis is All Shook Up. Skeezie's
got the leather jacket of a tough guy, but a heart of gold--and his
story, the fourth and final chapter of the beloved Misfits series, is
brimming with life's tough choices, love in all directions, and
enough sweet potato fries to go around.
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25th Anniversary Edition
A Rabbit-Tale of Mystery
Creepy-Crawly Birthday
Addie on the Inside
When Chester and Harold learn that the Amazing Karlovsky is coming to their town,
they become suspicious that he may be using his performance as a way to pull
Bunnicula, and others like him, out of his hat in order to take over the town.
The Monroes have gone on vacation, leaving Harold and Chester at Chateau BowWow -- not exactly a four-star hotel. On the animals' very first night there, the
silence is pierced by a peculiar wake-up call -- an unearthly howl that makes Chester
observe that the place should be called Howliday Inn.
An overnight camping trip! Not Harold's idea of fun. Too many mosquitoes, ticks and
cockleburs. But when the Monroe family set out, their faithful dog Harold was with
them, mostly because he remembered that camping could also bring s'mores and
toasted marshmallows. Howie, the other family dog, and Chester the cat were also
included in the trip. Only Chester thought the idea was completely insane. The
woods, he informed Harold, were not only full of cockleburs and ticks, but of spirits,
evil spirits who prey on the innocent. And on this, the worst night of the year -- St.
George's Eve, when all spirits are set loose -- who knew what could happen. What
Harold knew was that Chester was a well read, over-stimulated cat, full of weird
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ideas. He did not take Chester's worries too seriously. He had s'more to think about.
But then, the Monroes set up camp near two strange men and their even stranger
dog, and things began to happen that made even Harold wonder. Could Chester be
right? This begins a long night, full of terrors and alarms, full of Chester's horrifying
tale of how Bunnicula, the vampire bunny, was born and came to America, full of
storms and a total sense of danger; and at the end came surprises that even Chester
could not have predicted. Once again, the Monroe family may be the victims of evil
forces or only of Chester's strange imagination. But whichever, the result is
suspenseful and very, very funny.
The early twentieth century saw the transformation of the southern Irish Protestants
from a once strong people into an isolated, pacified community. Their influence,
status and numbers had all but disappeared by the end of the civil war in 1923 and
they were to form a quiescent minority up to modern times. This book tells the tale
of this transformation and their forced adaptation, exploring the lasting effect that it
had on both the Protestant community and the wider Irish society and investigating
how Protestants in southern Ireland view their place in the Republic today.
100 Facts about Bunnicula
Wayside School is Falling Down
Also Known as Elvis
The Graphic Novel
The Protestants of Southern Ireland
The Monroe house is going mad with excitement. Pete has just won a contest, and
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the prize is a school visit from none other than M. T. Graves, Pete's idol and the
bestselling author of the FleshCrawlers series. He's even going to stay with the
Monroes while he's visiting! Harold and Howie are thrilled, but Chester the cat is
suspicious. Why does Graves dress all in black? Why doesn't the beady-eyed crow
perched on his shoulder say anything? Why has a threatening flock of crows
invaded the backyard? And most worrisome of all: In each of the FleshCrawlers
books, why does something bad always happen to the pets? Suddenly, Graves's
interest in all of the animals -- especially Bunnicula -- looks far from innocent. It's
up to Chester, Harold, and Howie to find out if M. T. Graves and Edgar Allan Crow
are really devising a plot to make their beloved bunny. . . NEVERMORE.
When Toby Monroe has a birthday party, his pets' curiosity is aroused by seven
strange suitcases which they investigate, with surprising consequences.
'Watch closely,' said Mrs Jewls. 'You can learn much faster using a computer
instead of paper and pencil.' Then she pushed the computer out of the window.
The children all watched it fall thirty floors. 'See?' said Mrs Jewls. 'That's gravity .
. .' That's the way things happen at Wayside School. There are twenty-nine kids in
Mrs Jewls' class and this book is about all of them: there is Todd, who is in trouble
every day, until he gets a magic dog; Paul, whose life is saved by Leslie's pigtails;
Ron, who dares to try the cafeteria's mushroom surprise; and all the others who
help turn a day at Wayside School into one madcap adventure after another.
BunniculaA Rabbit Tale of MysterySimon and Schuster
A Guide for Using Bunnicula
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Teddy Bear's Scrapbook
A Rabbit Tale of Mystery
Horace and Morris But Mostly Dolores
The Tale of a Vampire Rabbit
Chester the cat is more than ever convinced that Bunnicula is a vampire when there is a harvest of white
vegetables on the morning after the night that Bunnicula was probably wandering through the
neighborhood.
"Let's just say the matter is under control," Chester slyly tells his pals Harold and Howie. But what on
earth does he mean? It seems that Bunnicula, the vampire rabbit, is back to his old ways -- or so Chester
thinks, having found pale vegetables drained of their juices scattered about the Monroe family kitchen.
And now, once and for all, Chester is determined to save the world from this threat. But why has
Bunnicula -- so frisky just a short time ago -- been so listless and tired of late? Is this part of Chester's
scheme? Can Harold let Chester get away with hurting an innocent bunny, no matter what his harebrained
suspicions are? It is not long before the Monroes notice Bunnicula's condition and rush him to the vet,
and then the chase is on, ending up with a dramatic confrontation in a most unusual (and dangerous!)
location.
Before it's too late, Harold the dog & Chester the cat must find out the truth about the newest pet in the
Monroe household, a suspicious-looking bunny with unusual habits & fangs!
Sample plans, author information, vocabulary ideas, cross-curricular activities, unit tests and more for the
book Bunnicula by Deborah and James Howe.
A Rabbit-Tale of Mystery That Even the Cia Doesn't Know
Nighty-Nightmare
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Bunnicula : Celery Stalks at Midnight : Howliday Inn : Return to Howliday Inn/Boxed
A Guide for Using Bunnicula in the Classroom
The Vampire Bunny

Horace, Morris, and Dolores do everything together and know
that they will be Friends Forever...until one day, when
Horace and Morris become part of an exclusive boys' club and
Dolores finds herself left out. Soon, she, too, finds her
own club, where no boys are allowed and girls are supposed
to have fun doing girl stuff. But after a while, Horace and
Morris and Dolores realize they aren't happy at all doing
what everyone in their clubs seems to enjoy. They miss each
other. Is it too late to be friends again? Join these three
charming mouse friends as they learn to do what they like,
rather than what others say they should like.
First there is the omen: A relentless rain stops suddenly at
3:00 am and Chester shows Harold and Howie a cat carrier,
open and waiting, by the front door. Chester, who has been
reading avidly about the paranormal, predicts that they will
soon be traveling someplace, and chances are they are not
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going to like it. Indeed they are not, as the very next day,
with the sun shining bright and clear, the Monroes finally
leave for their vacation, dropping Chester, Harold, and
Howie off at the scene of some previous harrowing
experiences -- Chateau Bow-Wow, the boarding kennel that
Chester so aptly had dubbed "Howliday Inn." And this visit
promises to be no less harrowing than the last one. The
three are greeted by a whole new group of temporary
residents. There's Hamlet, the Great Dane, whose sadness
grows deeper with his certainty that his beloved master
Archie will never return to pick him up. And Bob and Linda,
a pair of yuppie puppies from fashionable Upper Centerville
who have been left at Chateau Bow-Wow with a more than
adequate supply of gourmet treats, also seem to have been
left with a more than adequate supply of worries. Then there
are Felony and Miss Demeanor, sinister sisters in crime who
pride themselves as cat burglars, and The Weasel who tries
almost too hard to make a good impression. Chester is
certain that nothing bodes well and he is right. Unexplained
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voices, buried bones, a collar with the name Rosebud on it,
and a secret code all make for a paranormal experience that
none of the guests at Chateau Bow-Wow will ever forget.
Though scoffed at by Harold the dog, Chester the cat tries
to warn his human family that their foundling baby bunny
must be a vampire. Presented in comic book format.
THIS book is written by Harold. His full time occupation is
dog. He lives with Mr. and Mrs. X (here called Monroe) and
their sons Toby and Pete. Also sharing the home are a cat
named Chester and a rabbit named Bunnicula. It is because of
Bunnicula that Harold turned to writing. Someone had to tell
the full story of what happened in the Monroe household
after the rabbit arrived. It all began when the Monroes went
to see the movie Dracula At the theater Toby found something
on his seatÑa baby rabbit that he took home and named
Bunnicula. It proved to be an apt name, at least as far as
Chester was concerned. A well-read and observant cat, he
soon decided that there was something odd about the
newcomer. For one thing he seemed to have fangs. And the odd
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markings on his back looked a little like a cape.
Furthermore, Bunnicula slept from sunup to sundown. He was
awake only at night. When the family started funding white
vegetables, drained dry, with two fang marks in them,
Chester was sure Bunnicula was a vampire. But what to do
about it. None of the family seemed to grasp the trouble,
and Chester's hilarious hints were totally misunderstood.
Was Bunnicula really a vampire? Only Bunnicula knows for
sure. But the story of Chester's suspicions and their
consequences makes uproarious reading.
A Rabbit Tale of Mystery in the Classroom
Harley Quinn at Super Hero High
Junie B. Jones and Some Sneaky Peeky Spying
Bunnicula Strikes Again!
Howliday Inn
Harold, Chester, and Howie have a harrowing Halloween night worrying about Bunnicula as well as
about a witch who comes into the house.
"Bunnicula rules!" - Dav Pilkey, creator of Dog Man and Captain Underpants BEWARE THE
HARE! When tomatoes suddenly go white, you have to wonder: is the cute wittle wabbit really a
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vampire? In this global bestselling classic, Harold the dog and Chester the cat must find out the truth
about the newest pet in the Monroe household, a suspicious-looking bunny with unusual habits and fangs! - before it's too late. In a second story, the Monroes have gone on vacation, leaving
Harold and Chester at Chateau Bow-Wow. On the animals' first night there, the silence is pierced by
mysterious cries in the dark, and Chester becomes convinced there are werewolves afoot. Soon
animals start disappearing! Is it time for Harold and Chester to check out? A reader favourite for
over 40 years! Perfect for fans of Roald Dahl, Goosebumps and My Big Fat Zombie Goldfish.This
special bind-up volume contains the first two books of the original Bunnicula series, Bunnicula: A
Rabbit-Tale of Mystery and Howliday Inn.This unique edition features a striking red metallic cover,
spine and back cover.
A SMALL BEAR WITH BIG ADVENTURES It's a boring, rainy afternoon -- the perfect time for
Teddy Bear to share his scrapbook of memories with the little girls who owns him. And what
memories Teddy Bear has! He's ridden a bucking bronco in the rodeo, been an ace crime reporter -he's even starred in a movie! No wonder he's a bit worn and shabby. For an ordinary little girl with
flat brown hair, it's hard to imagine being important to someone with Teddy's glamorous past. But
there's always room in Teddy's life -- and his scrapbook -- for someone who loves him just the way
he is.
Dear possible reader of this book, My editor asked me to write a third book in my series, Tales from
the House of Bunnicula. And did I have trouble getting started! I was afraid I used up all my ideas.
But faster than a writer can say “What if?” I came up with a story! It’s about a lovable and smart
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(not to mention cute) orphan wirehaired dachshund puppy named Howie, who has a mysterious
pain in his leg and is mysteriously invited to attend the Dogwiz Academy for Canine Conjurers.
Together, Howie and his best friend, the very, very, very smart Delilah, who speaks in a British accent
in this book for some reason, discover they must fight a sinister foe…The-Evil-Force-Whose-NamC’not-Be-Spoke!!! Your friend, Howie
Return to Howliday Inn
A Rabbit-tale of Mystery by Deborah and James Howe : Reproducibles
Bunnicula: a Rabbit-tale of Mystery / Howliday Inn / the Celery Stalks at Midnight / Return to
Howliday Inn
Vampire State Building
A Rabbit-Tale of Mystery Group Set
In this book, we have hand-picked the most sophisticated, unanticipated, absorbing (if
not at times crackpot!), original and musing book reviews of "Bunnicula: A Rabbit-Tale
of Mystery." Don't say we didn't warn you: these reviews are known to shock with their
unconventionality or intimacy. Some may be startled by their biting sincerity; others may
be spellbound by their unbridled flights of fantasy. Don't buy this book if: 1. You don't
have nerves of steel. 2. You expect to get pregnant in the next five minutes. 3. You've
heard it all.
Bunnicula
The Tale of the Allergist's Wife
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Bunnicula: A Rabbit-Tale of Mystery and Howliday Inn
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